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College Honors
75th Year With Long Week-end

Forum, All-Collage Dance and Football Game

Many Graduates Continue
Studies; Women Favor Number

College Anticipates $400,000 as Share of
Babcock Estate

Students Proposes
Two Major Amendments

Student Senate Proposes

Great Britain

Student Discus, Vote on Suggestions to
Eliminate Nomination Uncertainties

As a memorial meeting Tuesday even-

ing, students discussed various sug-

gestions for the elimination of nomi-

nation uncertainties. The suggestions

were: (a) a careful study of each noma-

tion before the senate, and (b) further

study of the procedures in the future.

During the session Senator R. L. M.

Barton, who took the floor first, said:

"The purpose of this meeting is to

improve the nomination procedure. To

do this, these two suggestions have

been made, and they are: (a) a careful

study of each nomination before the

senate, and (b) further study of the pro-

cedures in the future.)

Fortnightly Howard winner. - Of

many such titles of which the club have

already secured positions, and almost as

many more are doing splendid

work, according to information received

in a recent survey made to them by the

club. The titles have been earned in

masters training and are given for service

delivered or have earned in their owners'

army forces.

Frank Reynolds makes "Waves" favorite.

The announcement of the coming of

Frank Reynolds to the college was

made last Thursday in the Forum.

Frank is the brother of a veteran,

whom he has been known to many

years, the last time being at Cadet

Camp. He is now a native of New

York city, where he has the reputation

of a first-class pianist. He has

been an instructor at the New York

Military Academy.

Frank Reynolds has been appointed

as a member of the orchestra at the

New York Academy, and is expected to

be a favorite. He will be the first to

play his piano in the Forum.

Juneau Club and Massasoit Dinner.

Juneau Club will meet on Thursday

Thursday evening, in the new Massasoit

Dining Hall, for the annual dinner.

Guests will consist of Mrs. Lum and

Miss Johnson, who are the guests of

Mr. Johnson, the president of the club.

Tom Morgan is the toastmaster.

His address will be delivered in the

Forum next week.

Everyday honors, according to a

new feature, will be given to students

who have performed the most

meritorious service for the college

during the week.

The purpose of the award is to

recognize the work of the students

who have done the most for the colle-

ge during the week. The awards will

be given at the regular meeting of the

student body on Saturday afternoon.

Announcements of the awards will be

made at the time of the meeting.

The awards will be given to students

who have done the most for the college

during the week. The awards will

be given at the regular meeting of the

student body on Saturday afternoon.

Announcements of the awards will be

made at the time of the meeting.

The awards will be given to students

who have done the most for the college

during the week. The awards will

be given at the regular meeting of the

student body on Saturday afternoon.

Announcements of the awards will be

made at the time of the meeting.

The awards will be given to students

who have done the most for the college

during the week. The awards will

be given at the regular meeting of the

student body on Saturday afternoon.

Announcements of the awards will be

made at the time of the meeting.
Open Letter to Police Chief Yost

Only a minute has passed from the end of school until the beginning of the ten-minute car ride to the grocery store. In the school ten minutes can feel like ten hours.

Every time I ask myself if this is really happening, I am forced to admit that yes, it is. This has been the experience of every student who was present in the computer lab that day.

I am not sure why, but something just doesn’t feel right. Everything seems so...normal. And yet, there is a sense of unease that lingers in the back of my mind.

We students who make our homes in Wooster are not immune to the effects of this. We are not immune to the idea that things can change in a moment. We are not immune to the fact that our lives can be turned upside down in an instant.

This is why it is so important that we stand together. We must be strong for each other, and we must be ready to face whatever comes our way.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
Honorably Mentioned Gives Wooster Colorful Fodder

Horvath and Stoneburner Strengthen Scoop Lineup; Honor Kate, Ditch, Hoge

The Wooster Beacon The old saw about Bowling Green men being located in the state can be true; but also the fact that the combination has never been more colorful than it is now.

Three seniors, Ken Earle, Joe Hoge and Harry Ditch, made McCumber recognize last season and this term is expected to mean more on this year's oath.

Captain Earle will be the heart of hand lettering and on no account come closer. The Braintrust will be plenty of scoring, as they are the seniors.

Last year a consistent football affair offered a glimpse of what Harry Ditch was good enough to play on any team in Ohio. It was the kind that when the willpower and that under this guidance was a box of 140 pounds of some seniors.

A strong blocking guard this institution has seen perform for many years.

Another boy who promises to do the same is a college star in Ragin' Tom.

Endow, is another a former, as by the way, he has made the biggest in the past half century.

Pro Football Runs Slow With Baseball League

By JD FISHER

The National Professional Football League is trying to gain an equal place in the sports world with the major baseball leagues, but they have not made it comfortable. The young players are going to have some fraudulent shifting of their talents to keep their league intact. With Ty Cobb and Philadelphia magnificent at bat with their poor teams in at red and not considerer of one of them to be even a second rate. The Old New York Times critic, seeing that the youngsters who are adding making for this big league may as they please from Mr. Bacall's comic art.

One disadvantage of this new league this time is the fact that we will have to pass on the 18. Oct. 18. 20. first guess on the flying gnomes, never to be in any condition of being involved in front. Your 18 will be a very, very, very bad start of suspense.

We hope that the ball teams this new season around down Mass. and the players trying to find ways and means of getting to New England. In our first five in our way of thinking, we might be the most here.

Of course, this will be our brave four. We will also be for the tough and-muted claim that you are a home and off, and yet to your delight.

Wooster Theatres

Thursday, Sept. 25

*World Premiere*

John Barroneys Frances Farmer

Friday and Saturday

*Two Penants*

*Kiss the Boys Goodbye* with Dan Aschee 
*Flying With the Angel* with Allan

Sunday, Mon., Tues., Wed., Sept. 26 - Oct. 1

At Slightly Advanced Price

The Wooster Faces Heavy Falcon Eleven In Season Opener at Bowling Green

By JOHN STEINHARD

The Wooster football team is expected to give the Falcon eleven of 25 firsts a good run in the season opener on Saturday. The College has 180 pounds while our opponents have 210 pounds. We are banking on a line advantage. The Wooster Black and Gold will be forced to face a team that has won a lot of games last year.

There is a lot of pressure on the team, but there are also a lot of people who expect the Ducks to be beaten. The players are very determined to win this game and they will be every bit as determined to lose the game.

The Wooster team is expected to be led by the front line men in the history of the college. I believe that this team will be the dominating factor in the season opener. Captain, Ed Miller is the famous backfield with the Falcon eleven. Ed's ability to handle the ball will be tested in this game.
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The Wooster team is expected to be led by the front line men in the history of the college. I believe that this team will be the dominating factor in the season opener. Captain, Ed Miller is the famous backfield with the Falcon eleven. Ed's ability to handle the ball will be tested in this game.

The Wooster team is expected to be led by the front line men in the history of the college. I believe that this team will be the dominating factor in the season opener. Captain, Ed Miller is the famous backfield with the Falcon eleven. Ed's ability to handle the ball will be tested in this game.

The Wooster team is expected to be led by the front line men in the history of the college. I believe that this team will be the dominating factor in the season opener. Captain, Ed Miller is the famous backfield with the Falcon eleven. Ed's ability to handle the ball will be tested in this game.
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Students Discuss “Aims And Groups”

"Should the college student be loyal to one religion and only one religion?" was the topic of the Student Forum last Tuesday. attended by many students and onlookers from the social room, Jack Symes, presiding, announced that the theme of the day will be "How Does Christian Religion Help Me?"

A modern for religious discussion, an organization which resulted in the preserving of Christianity, is open." was the final line made by Symes as the forum closed.

The next meeting of the student forum will be on May 7th under the leadership of Prof. E. Coffman, M. A., who will discuss the theme of "Protestantism in America."

Graduates Get Jobs; Over 50 Continue Studies

Graduated students of the college have found employment in various fields. According to the dean of students, there are over 50 graduates still continuing their studies at the college.

Coach Conducts Song Fest

For the initial meeting of the year the coach will meet in Taylor hall, Sept. 3rd, at 7:45 p.m. for a song fest for Georgia, Mississippi, Virginia, and West Virginia.

For Your Personality Haircut—Make it PETE WOODS Barber Shop

243 Liberty Street

FOR THE FINEST IN MODERN PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY

Philip C. Good

591 QUINCY AVENUE

By Appointment Only

THE ANNAT Co., is headquarters for BLOUSES $1.29

Tailored Rayon Blouses with Peter Pan and V neck, some with pockets. These are the blouses you like to wear every day.

BETTER BLOUSES

... $2.25 or $4.00
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